OFFSEASON MOBILITY SERIES
This 12-week virtual series improves complex dynamic movement patterns + focuses on "No Energy Leaks Through
Transitional Movements" via systematic neurological adaptation using biomechanical principles from Pilates, DNS, PRI,
LYT Physical Therapy-based Functional Yoga, FRC, ELDOA, Kinstretch, + NLP, plus 15+ yrs as a pro baseball spouse.

WE'RE PROS

and our clients are, too!

(in less than 2 years, clients from 25/30 MLB
orgs have done this series)

PROGRAM STATS

DETAILS

click to see quick demo

100% of hitters increased their HR rate
80% Increase In HR rate
87% of clients spent 0 days on the IL
15x fewer days on the Injured List
Pitchers lowered their ERA by 0.63
100% of hitters increased their HR Rate
69% increased K/9 rate
Those pitchers averaged an 8% increase in K/9
~ wks 4/5 guys begin to have movement "epiphanies"
~ wks 8/9, >75% of guys throwing off the mound have
noticed ≥ 2-3 mph increase, many upwards of 5+
*These stats were compiled + analyzed by a retired pro
baseball player who has a Master's from Harvard in
Psychology with a special focus in stats/analytics.
Stats are from clients' 2021 baseball season following
the 12-week mobility series the previous off-season.

Series:
12 Weeks, 36 classes
3 Videos/wk
Starts 1st week of November
All Classes are Video On-Demand
1 live group ZOOM with 20 min
bonus session with Q+A
Biomechanics Assessment:
45-min 1-on-1 Zoom
Biomechanics Assessment
BONUS: 4-wk Individualized
Program re: Assessment
Cost:
- Biomechanics Assessment: $250
- 12-Week Series Only: $997

- Assessment + Series: $997

BUILT ON PROVEN
BIOMECHANICAL METHODOLOGIES
PT-based functional movement integrating developmental kinesiology, DNS, IAP, contralateral + reciprocal locomotion,
ground rxn force strategies + structural efficiency thru transitional movements to highlight deep motor control + patterns
Foundations of classical Pilates to enhance the body’s ability to increase proximal strength and stability through dynamic
tension + precise movements to heighten body awareness while achieving more efficiency + fluidity of motor patterns
Postural Restoration Institute's (PRI) methodologies interwoven to un-layer + remedy inefficient compensation strategies
Highly effective improvement + strength in active end-range strength + control using proprietary components of FRC and
Kinstretch (CARs, PAILs, RAILs, Hovers, Lift-Offs, Passive Range Holds) [structural alignment addressed first]
ELDOA postural exercises to create space in vertebral alignment; exercises + stretches specifically to address fascial lines
Cutting-edge concepts from Conor Harris + Bill Hartman re: ISA/expansion/compression integrated throughout
Positive mindset language, visualizations, breathing techniques + kinesthetic awareness are subtly + expertly integrated
throughout and within every single movement for PSNS activation, subconscious focus + natural flow
And a kick-ass instructor, Tracy, who’s semi-engaging, occasionally funny, and a stickler for form and self-awareness with
a stellar ability to help you discover new ways of moving and using your body better than ever before

TRACY HAYES

INTENTIONAL MOVEMENT
+ MOBILITY
Certified Biomechanics Specialist
Master Pilates Instructor
ELDOA: Level 2
PRI Foundations
DNS-A

773.789.7830

LYT-300 PT-based Functional Yoga
FRC® Mobility Specialist

tracy@amplifiedmovement.com
amplifiedmovement.com
instagram.com/mobilitychick

Kinstretch
RYT-500
B.A. Northwestern University
(Cog Sci, Neuroscience, Linguistics)
NLP Practitioner

twitter.com/mobilitychick

McKinsey & Company (Research))
Trained in "Tapping" (EFT)

